SAYF Worship Journal
January 2013 Retreat
Atlanta Friends Meetinghouse
On the weekend of January 18-20, 2013, Southern Appalachian Young Friends met at
the Atlanta Friends Meeting. This is our witness. This is our story.
SAYF,

This was an amazing retreat. It was so great to see everyone after missing the
November retreat. The waffles on Saturday morning were just what I needed to get
going. The soap scraping was just as fun if not more fun than it was described to me
from last time. The rhythm workshop was good too, but it would have possibly been
better had we had an instructor. Although I’m still sad I missed Zumba. I also wish I
hadn’t snacked so much so I would have been hungry for the pizza, because it
looked really good. Both wink and the talent show were wonderful. Everyone was so
good at what they did in the show. Nurturers, I’ll see ya in a few weeks, everyone
else, I can’t wait to see you in a few months, which is way too long.
Love y’all,
Asa
Dear SAYF,
Atlanta SAYF was a great way to start a new year. I love you all so much that I think it might be a
physical thing (aches in the stomach, etc). I wish I could see you all of the time, but I suppose I m lucky
to see you at all.
! Sincerely !
! Jeanna !

This SAYF was confusing. I’m actually not sure if it’s good or bad right now. Sitting here
right now with all you wonderful people I’m starting to realize that whatever it is, it’s
right for me. Earlier in this retreat I was questioning even coming back because of how
much everything has changed. However, after talking to a few people, made me realize
that everything is bound to change, you are the judge of what becomes of it. On the other
hand, the talent show was amazing and I’m sorry I kept messing up. Berea, it sucks that
you left early and even though I didn’t get to say goodbye to some of you, I love you. So I
want to write more, but I can’t think of anything else, so I’ll see you all in 55 days (thank
you Anna, for calculating!) I love you all sososososososososooooo much,
Merrick
! Rose
! Owan

Dear S.A.Y.F.,
I had a really nice experience. I had a lot of fun getting to know everybody better since I am
only a twobie. I also really liked drinking “apple water” (said in a Russian accent). I really
loved wink until I got elbowed in the face, but at least I got elbowed in the face by a friend. I
really loved doing the massage workshop. I hope that next time is as fun as this time!
Love all of you guys,
Henry

LOL!
Every retreat I seem to get closer to someone. Soon I hope I will be one of the older kids that watch
over little ones like me. One day I hope I will be someone in SAYF that the newbies look up to and
be like family to them. Because right now there are a lot of people who are role models to me, and
people I think of as family. Most of the retreat I was thinking about that. It makes me very sad to
see friends grow up and leave. I know they must and I wish them the best but I wish time wouldn’t
move so fast. I want to hold them close and never let go. But I am learning to let go. So to everyone
that will soon leave, I wish you a happy and grand adveture in life. And in my head they’re not
leaving. Not really.
-Julia
This retreat was kind of just what I needed in my life. Since the last retreat so much has

happened, being here with people like you guys makes me have a sense of hope for happy
people a lot of the time in my everyday life I see a lot of unhappy people but not at SAYF, here

everyone is so nice and “happy.” I still haven’t gotten all the way used to it but I hope that at one
point I will be closer to a lot of you and I’m trying not to seem mean or cold towards anyone but

I’m just not used to people as nice and amazing as you guys even if I’ve been to more than a few
retreats. I love this place and I love you guys.
-Sarawila C. Villatoro-Weir

I had a great SAYF. Getting to know the community has always been fun, and my second SAYF
introduced me to so many new people. I was massaged, I sorted through medical supplies, I even
tried to figure out where the MARTA subway tunnel that was making so much noise was. I really
look forward to going to more retreats in 2013.
Peace,
Julian
P.S. The tunnel is everywhere.

This was my second retreat, and I feel filled with love and support from my community and friends.

After my first retreat, I felt like I matured so much and I’m changing into the more adult like person I
will one day be. Spiritually, I feel full. Mentally, I feel loved. Physically, well I feel super doper tired.
Things seem like they can only get better from here.

I had a great time at this, my second SAYF. I made some new friends, sorted a
lot of needles, and discovered a new talent. Thanks to everyone who contributed to
making this event happen and everyone who attended. I love you all.
I don’t know what else to write now, so I will draw a diagram showing my
simple patented two step process to mastering the art of the ostrich mating dance.

Dearest Friends of SAYF,
Young and Adult, Noob and nurturer,
My deepest, loving, appreciation to each and every one of you for being this
community. You will be in my thoughts and in my heart daily while I’m away on
exotic adventures over the next four months. I’ll be returning to the U.S. in time to
see you all at SAYMA, and I’ll be counting down the hours until then.
In Peace, with Love,
Aaron
P.S. To quote Bob Seger:

I’M GOING TO KATHMANDU!
THAT’S WHAT I’M REALLY REALLY GOING TO DO
(IF I CAN EVER GET OUT OF THIS ZOO)

It’s been so long ‘cause I’ve been away.
I’ve been so lost with the need to say,

“I missed you, and SAYF, the friendship it brings.”
I wanted to speak so bad, I started to sing.
I sung about the acceptance I found,
I sung about the noise of joy, what a sound!

But it was the people who made this all true,
And the day came at me straight out of the blue.
But now I go home with stories to tell,

And they’ll resonate inside me like the
Strike of a bell.
Benjamin

Dear Sayf,
Thank you again for another wonderful weekend. It was great to see everybody again, and I loved meeting
the newbies and seeing the twobies. The food at this retreat was incredible, and we didn’t have tacos. Yessss! I
loved zumba and the medshare project, but I am disappointed that nobody in the massage training group showed me
what they learned!!! Just kidding. The query at opening circle was good, and I’ve been thinking about this new year
a lot since then. I’m happy that you guys will be a part of it, at least until summer. Oh, and sorry for going all
“crazy SAYF mom” on you guys. You know it’s because I love you though, right? Much love and joy to you all
this 2013.
Sincerely,
SAYF Mom
(a.k.a. Lillian)
So first off let me say, getting my wisdom teeth out wasn’t fun. I haven’t had a full
solid meal since Wednesday. Coming to SAYF on the other hand made my weekend
better. Getting hugs from just about everyone was nice and being with the people I love
kept my mind off the pain for the most part. I found the glove sorting experience
interesting and now I’m not so fond of gloves, latex or nonlatex. I wish I had come for
more of SAYF, but being able to get 9 full hours of sleep in my own bed was actually
really nice. See hopefully all of you in 55 days!
-Katie
P.S. Asa remember chocolate milkshake

I was beyond nervous about FAPing for this retreat! I graduated from SAYF " years ago
and I didn#t think I was ready for this step! You might be thinking$ %MoMo$ " years is a
long time! How could you not be ready?&
See$ I was worried that SAYF wouldn#t be as wonderful as I remember and being
that Friendly Adult Presence would somehow taint my memories! And a small part of
me would just rather be cuddly on couches with my friends!
So I was nervous! And I hung back for a while just watching! And then there was
this moment that made me supremely happy! Berea had just arrived and there was this
cloud of joy surrounding everyone in the room! I remembered what it was like$ what it
still is like$ being in that environment$ seeing my friends from SAYF! I remembered that
my life is so much richer from having known them and having participated in SAYF! I
am so excited to be a part of the Joy again!
'Morgan aka MoMo

If a retreat has a talent show it’s bound to be good. The people who sung in the talent
show did an amazing job, and all the other performances were stupendous. This retreat
seemed to be the shortest one I had, but it was alright because even a second with you
guys is plenty and anymore time than that just adds on to the awesomeness. I was great
to celebrate my birthday with you, and eat birthday cookies. I’m 14, woo-hoo. The pasta
we had for lunch tasted really good. I love the concerns box Rebecca made for us.
Sorting gloves in MedShare was awesome!
-Noah
P.S. While we were writing epistles did anyone notice the Noah’s Ark book on the
bookshelf in the epistle room?

SUPERFUN
AWESOME
YEA
FUN
QUIET SOMETIMES
UNDERSTANDING
AWESOME
KOOL WITH A K
ELITE
RESPONSIBLE
SAYFERS

I guess when you grow tall, you see things most don’t.
“When you can’t run anymore, you crawl, and when you can’t do that no more,
well…You find someone to carry you.”
Y’all have some generous shoulders. Thanks for the ride.
-

a friend

Dear SAYF,
I had a lot of fun here. I got to spend time with friends I know at SAYF. What I liked
about SAYF is you get to enjoy yourself and spend time with the people you love at
SAYF…..
What I also like about SAYF was the good food, playing games and more things we
did, like going to MedShare, to helping people in the world and doing the talent show was
the awesome coolest thing ever.
l.o.v.e Alex
P.S. I hope I get to see y’all in 2 months. BE SAYF Friends!
Dear Friends,
I had a great time this SAYF. I wasn’t able to attend the last one in November, so it was even more
of a treat to see all my wonderful friends again. Plus, two fo my friends, Laura and Mary, had their
first SAYF this weekend. I really think they fit into the community well, and I hope they come back
next SAYF. The massage workshop was fun and relaxing and even though the soap cleaning place
ran out of space, me, Anna, Sven, and Mary had a good time moving boxes at Aaron’s house. In
wink I think I met my match playing against Eliza, and the birthday cookies after the game were
excellent. I can’t wait for next time.
- Love, Connor

Miles
Sayf was fun. I stayed up really late for the first time and it was a bad idea. The service
projects were fun. I sorted so many blunts (needles). The massage workshop was relaxing
and I nearly feel asleep. The talent show was awesome. And I probably played the best
game of wink ever. This retreat was great as always. See you all in Asheville! (I think it’s in
Asheville.)

Dear Sayf,
This was my 3rd retreat. As always it was awesome. The Talent Show was great and it was cool
to see all the awesome talents that my fellow sayfers had. Although I didn’t get to clean soap, I
still had fun doing service and helping the people at MedShare.
- Ben !

This retreat was very fun as always but I feel we weren’t as spiritual and didn’t do as much stuff
together as a whole. Anyways, the talent show was AMAZING and all of you are so talented! After
organizing gloves for a good while, my hands began to smell funny, but it was totally worth it. Zumba
was awesome and also made me very tired. I can’t wait to see you all again! LOVE YOU!
- Dee !

A Fill in the Blank Epistle…
This retreat I really liked __________________. Being in community with adults and teens
helped me think deeper about _____________________. Particularly, conversations with
_____________________ and ________________________ touched me and made me feel
____________________________. Because over the last few months I’ve been struggling with
_______________________________, this retreat gave me space and support to
_________________________. Where else, other than SAYF, can I
_____________________________ and _____________________________? I am thankful that I
learned _________________________ about myself and __________________________ about
______________________________. And my favorite snack that I (always/never/sometimes)
get to eat at home, but I enjoy here is ______________________________. After this weekend, I
hope to __________________________ and ____________________________.
Love,
___________________

Some might say that a bad real estate market saved me. I disagree. I think it was the
magical power of SAYF that saved me. I am disoriented and tired, but I want you all
to know that the love and acceptance of you people has amazed me again. Keep in
touch. Youll be in my thoughts.
Much love,
Ann the Panda Princess !

